
INSTRUCTIONS

THE MODERN SADDLE



GETTING STARTED 
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The Modern Saddle – here we go! With this DIY box you can start your journey
in leathercraft with a successful end result guaranteed. Whether you're a
beginner or advanced, these instructions cover all the steps you need to create
your very own leather handbag. To get started, take some time to familiarise
yourself with the contents of this DIY box and check out the overview of all
steps in our process tracker! 

IMPORTANT: The basics of leatherwork can be found in our separate Basics
Guide. If you are trying out one of our DIY boxes for the first time, please
read through it to learn the three core skills: "gluing"; "sewing" and "edge
finishing". We also recommend watching our explanatory video tutorials to
get started.

https://www.bagsandpieces.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Basics-Guide.pdf
https://www.bagsandpieces.co/tutorials/


Fixed: permanently sewn onto the bag body.
Exchangeable: attached with five screws that can be removed. In
this case, the seam of the flap is sewn as a decorative seam. 

Option A: classic flap with leather outer, with optional Trapunto
or rivets. You could also use leather with a different colour
and/or texture from the body.
Option B: flap with fabric outer and leather trim. 

1) Fixed bag flap or exchangeable bag flap
There are two options for the bag flap:

Additionally, there are different styling options for the flap.

2) Decorative metal hardware 
There are also options to attach decorative metal hardware to your
bag: either an O-ring (sewn onto the flap) or rectangular metal edge
trim (screwed onto the flap).

CARRYING OPTIONS (INSTRUCTIONS FROM PAGE 23)

1) Statement strap in two different widths, 4 cm or extra wide 
The length is 120 cm but can be shortened to your preferred length -
the construction process is explained at the end of these instructions
(also in a separate document on the tutorial page.

2) Chain
This can be short for carrying over the shoulder, or long for wearing
cross-body. 

3) Leather strap 
This comes in three lengths, to carry by hand, over the shoulder or
wear cross body.
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VARIATIONS OVERVIEW

https://www.bagsandpieces.co/tutorials/


1x BAG BODY FRONT  (WITH SLITS) 
1X BAG BODY BACK (WITH SEAM

HOLES FOR FLAP AND INNER POCKET) 

2X D-RING 
ATTACHMENTS 

1X INNER
BINDING STRIP
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PREPARATION

2X INSIDE 
POCKETS

1X GUSSET 

1x OUTER BAG FLAP
1x INNER TRIM WITH SLIT
(IF FLAP WITH FABRIC IS CHOSEN,
THE OUTER FLAP LOOKS LIKE THE
TRIP WITHOUT THE MAGNET SLITS) 

LEATHER PIECES

#THEMODERNSADDLE

LEATHER STRAP PIECES 
SHORT: 2x 

LONG 88 -126cm: 4x 
LONG 127 - 188cm: 6x

DEPENDING ON 
CARRYING OPTION

2X STATEMENT STRAP
ATTACHMENT PIECES 



2x D-rings  
1x magnetic snap closure (4 pieces total) 
5x Chicago screws for the exchangeable bag flap

6 cm diameter O-ring and leather strap 

rectangular metal edge trim with screws

2x swivel hooks 
1x webbing 

1x chain long or short 

Short strap: 2X Chicago screws (4 pieces total) 
Strap 88 - 126 cm: 4X Chicago screws (8 pieces total) 
Strap 127 - 188 cm: 6X Chicago screws (12 pieces total) 

 
If you ordered decorative metal hardware (optional):  

or

If you ordered a statement strap: 

If you ordered a chain: 

If you ordered a leather strap: 

2x bag bodies 
1x bag flap  
2x inner pockets
1x gusset

REINFORCEMENT PIECES
2x bag bodies 
1x bag flap
1x gusset with seam holes 
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METAL ACCESSORIES

PREPARATION

LINING PIECES
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1x sewing thread 
1x wax
3x saddlers needles with blunt tips
3x binder clips 

2x leather glue (1x small, 1x large)  
1x brush for applying the leather glue 

1x base coat for priming the edge colour 
1x edge paint 
1x roller dye pen for applying the base coat & edge paint 
1x sanding sponge

1x mini screwdriver  

Step-by-step instructions (for download)
Tutorial videos & Basics Guide (for download)

Note: you will need 4 mm punch pliers or a hole punch for the
exchangeable bag flap. 
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PREPARATION

TOOLS & ADDITIONAL ITEMS

Are you are missing a piece or do you have a question?
 Then send an email at hello@bagsandpieces.co and we will get

back to you as soon as possible! 

#THEMODERNSADDLE

https://www.bagsandpieces.co/tutorials/
https://www.bagsandpieces.co/tutorials/
https://www.bagsandpieces.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Basics-Guide.pdf


PROGRESS TRACKER

SEW IN D-RINGS & (OPTIONAL) FIXED BAG FLAP 

ATTACH MAGNETIC SNAP CLOSURE TO BAG BODY

GLUE BODY & GUSSET WITH REINFORCEMENT & LINING 

(OPTIONAL) PUNCH HOLES FOR EXCHANGEABLE FLAP 

6

SEW INSIDE POCKET TO BACK PIECE

7

EDGE FINISH OPEN EDGES 

8

GLUE INSIDE POCKET1

GLUE GUSSET TO REINFORCEMENT

GLUE BAG FLAP (INCLUDING MAGNETIC SNAP CLOSURE)3

SEW FLAP AND INSIDE POCKET  4

PREPARATION 

SEW GUSSET TO FRONT PIECE

9

FINISH INSIDE EDGE WITH INNER BINDING STRIP 

10

SEW GUSSET TO BACK 

11

12

13

ASSEMBLING THE BAG

2

EDGE FINISH SEWN PIECES5

14

EDGE FINISH BACK/GUSSET SEAM15

(OPTIONAL) FINISHING TOUCHES: ATTACH RECTANGULAR METAL
EDGE TRIM OR LEATHER STRAP TO O-RING 

16



First, construct the inner pocket and the bag flap.  Then glue, sew and
assemble the bag body. We recommend completing the steps in order as
written. You can always construct the statement strap or leather strap (if you
chose one of those carrying options) while you wait for glue and/or paint to
dry. 
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CONSTRUCTION

STEP 1: GLUE INSIDE POCKET

>> If you chose to emboss the pocket, the embossed piece is the front piece.
Without embossing, the back and front inside pocket pieces are identical. 

Glue the back inside pocket to the lining. Only apply glue to the leather.

Cut off a 2 cm wide strip from one long edge of the remaining front inside
pocket lining pieces (save the strip for later). Glue the front inside pocket piece
to the lining, making sure one long edge of the lining finishes flush with the
bottom edge of the front inside pocket. Only apply glue to the leather. 

Fold over 4 seam holes worth of the upper edge of the (leather) front inside
pocket, see picture. Take a needle and pierce through the first and eighth
seam holes (you can also repeat this with the third and fifth seam hole) to
ensure the seam holes align - this is important as you will sew them together
later. Use some pressure to fix the edge in place.

#THEMODERNSADDLE



STEP 2: GLUE GUSSET TO REINFORCEMENT
>> Only glue the reinforcement at this stage, not the lining.

Glue the leather gusset to the reinforcement, making sure the seam holes are
aligned. You can use needles to help with this, as you did in step 1. This will
make for easier sewing later on. 

Apply glue to both the leather and reinforcement material. 

STEP 3: GLUE BAG FLAP (INCLUDING MAGNETIC SNAP CLOSURE)

>> The method will differ depending on whether you are going to make your
flap with leather on the outside (Trapunto or rivets optional) or with lining
on the outside.
In both cases, the flat half of the magnetic snap closure will first be attached to
the (leather) inner trim of the bag flap before the reinforcement, lining, and
leather layers are glued together. To do this, push the "wings" of the flat
magnet piece through the slits on the right side of the inner trim. Place the
metal disc over the wings on the wrong side of the leather and bend the wings
outwards as close to the leather as possible. 
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All arches finish flush at the upper edge of the flap reinforcement.
Position the outer arch on the flap reinforcement first. The arch should be
positioned 1 cm away from the outer edge of the flap reinforcement.
Then position the middle arch. This is 1,5 cm from the inner edge of the outer
arch, see diagram. 
The innermost arch is positioned 1,5 cm from the inner edge of the middle
arch, see diagram.  

OPTIONAL: FLAP WITH LEATHER OUTER AND TRAPUNTO  
If you want to use Trapunto on the flap, now is the time to do it. Please refer to
the extra instructions on the website for applying Trapunto. Below you can see
the specific placement of the Trapunto pieces for this style of flap:
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OPTIONAL: FLAP WITH LEATHER OUTER AND RIVETS
If you want to attach rivets, we would recommend attaching them to the finished
flap after gluing. Whilst the rivets are going to be visible on the inside, gluing
together the reinforcement, the lining, and the inner leather strip is more easily
done without the rivets and will give a tidier finish.

1,5 cm 1,5 cm1 cm

https://www.bagsandpieces.co/tutorials/


First, the leather is glued together to the reinforcement then the lining. Apply glue
onto the wrong side of the leather and one side of the reinforcement material,
enough that a thin white layer of glue is visible. Glue the reinforcement material to
the leather as shown, leaving seam holes free. 

Apply glue to the other side of the reinforcement material. Stick the lining on top,
ensuring the straight edge of the lining sits 7 mm higher than the top of the straight
edge of the reinforcement (denoted by the red line on the diagram). The upper edge
of the lining sits slightly below the top line of seam holes. Use some pressure to be
sure the lining sticks well everywhere. This reduces the risk of bubbling later on. 

Finally, glue the (leather) inner trim with the magnetic snap closure to the bag flap.
Apply glue to the wrong side of the (leather) inner trim including on the magnet,
leaving the seam holes free. Then apply glue in a 1,8 cm border all around the flap
(including the lining and the bottom of the reinforcement), leaving seam holes free.
Take care not to get glue onto the lining - you can cover the main section with paper
or use some masking tape if needed. 

Stick the inner trim to the flap. Work section by section, using the needles to aid
positioning as you go. Try not to apply excess glue, else it may seep out at the edges
onto the lining. 
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1,8 

1,8 

OPTION A: BAG FLAP WITH LEATHER OUTER 



OPTION B: BAG FLAP WITH FABRIC OUTER
With this option, you can use the enclosed lining fabric, or exchange it with one of
your own fabrics. If you use your own fabric, we recommend testing the glue on a
scrap piece first so you know how the fabric reacts to our glue. The glue should
not seep through the fabric but also needs to hold together well enough so that
the fabric will not "bubble" over time. This is particularly important where the flap
is curved (i.e. over the top of the bag).

Apply glue on one side of the reinforcement material, enough that a thin white
layer of glue is visible. Stick the lining on top, ensuring the straight edge of the
lining sits 7 mm higher than the top of the straight edge of the reinforcement
(denoted by the red line on the diagram). 

Now take the outer leather strip (with no slits for magnetic snap closure), apply
glue to the wrong side (avoiding seam holes), and place it on the table, glue side
up. Take the previously glued lining/reinforcement and apply glue on the lining
in a 1.8 cm border all around the flap. Place the lining/reinforcement on top of
the outer leather strip. The lining overlaps the top row of seam holes.

Finally, glue the (leather) inner trim with the magnetic snap closure to the inside
of the bag flap. Apply glue to the wrong side of the (leather) inner trim including
on the magnet, leaving the seam holes free. Then apply glue in a 1,8 cm border
all around the flap (including the lining and the bottom of the reinforcement),
leaving seam holes free. Take care not to get glue onto the lining - you can cover
the main section with paper or use some masking tape if needed.  

Stick the inside strip to the flap. Work section by section, using the needles to aid
positioning as you go. Try not to apply excess glue else it will seep out at the
edges onto the lining. 
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1,8 cm

1,8 cm



STEP 4: SEW FLAP AND INSIDE POCKET 

Inside pocket: place the front on top of the back so that they finish flush at the
bottom, then sew all around. Leave the upper seam row free -  this part will be
sewn later.
Exchangeable flap: sew around the whole flap, including the second seam
row (the second seam row is decorative, this is not sewn onto the bag body).
Fixed flap: sew around the bag flap only where marked. 
 
>> Do you have an O-ring? Sew this into the flap now. To do this, mark the
following stitching holes: find the middle seam hole of the flap in the curve,
then count 9 on either side and mark these seam holes. When sewing in the
ring, pull the thread tight at the ring to prevent it sliding back and forth. 
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STEP 5: EDGE FINISH SEWN PIECES 
Now finish all edges of the bag flap and the two D-ring attachment parts. 
Finish the edges of the inside pocket except for the upper edge.
Instructions for edge finishing are in the Basics Guide. For the inside pocket
and the bag flap, you may need several layers of base coat and/or paint to be
satisfied with the result.

Stage Win! 
The first part is done - amazing! Now onto assembling the bag and you will see
that it is slowly taking form. This is an ideal moment for a break - or to share
your progress with us on Instagram, tagging @BAGSANDPIECES.CO and
#THEMODERNSADDLE

#THEMODERNSADDLE

Exchangeable flap: 
all seams 

Fixed flap: 
only sew 

curved edge 
as marked 

https://www.bagsandpieces.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Basics-Guide.pdf


STEP 6: SEW IN D-RINGS & (OPTIONAL) FIXED BAG FLAP 

Reinforce the D-ring attachment pieces with the lining strip that leftover from
step 1. Cut 2x small rectangles pieces of 1 x 5 cm each and glue to the D-ring
attachments as shown (only apply glue onto leather). Then thread the D-rings
through, fold the pieces in half and sew to both ends of the gusset. The  holes
in the reinforcement are slightly larger to accommodate easier sewing.
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ASSEMBLING THE BAG 

#THEMODERNSADDLE

Place the flap on top of the back piece of the bag
body. The right side of both the bag flap and the
bag body should be facing up. Align the seam
holes as shown and sew along both seam rows (all
around) where indicated.

OPTIONAL: SEWING THE (FIXED) BAG FLAP 

If you chose the fixed bag flap option, sew this to
the back piece now before the bag body is sewn. 
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Take the thicker part of the magnet and push the wings through the slits on
the right side of the bag body front. Place the metal plate on top of the wings
on the wrong side of the leather and bend outwards as close as possible to the
leather.

STEP 7: ATTACH MAGNETIC SNAP CLOSURE TO BAG BODY

#THEMODERNSADDLE

STEP 8: GLUE BODY & GUSSET WITH REINFORCEMENT & LINING 

Front body leather piece to reinforcement (apply glue to both leather and
reinforcement), then lining to reinforcement (apply glue only on the
reinforcement). Repeat for the back body.
Lining to gusset (only apply glue to the reinforcement and not the lining). 

Glue the rest of your pieces together as follows: 

>> Where there are no seam holes, i.e. on the upper edges of the front part
and short edges of the gusset, apply glue up to the very edge so that the
lining is glued at the edge of the leather. 



The second seam row (i.e. the longer one marked in black) is 21,5 cm long
so the center point lies at 10,75 cm. Punch the first hole here with a 4 mm
hole punch.
Holes are 4,8 cm apart, measured from hole centre to hole centre. 
Mark the other holes and punch. 

In order to attach the flap to the bag body with Chicago screws, holes must be
punched on the flap and the bag body. On the bag flap, use an awl or pen to
mark the horizontal middle between the two rows of seams where you sewed
a decorative seam. Hole placement:

Repeat the hole punching for the back piece of the bag body. To accurately
position the holes, you can place the flap on top of the body, using needles in
the seam holes in the corners to hold it in place. Use the holes in the flap as a
template to mark the holes for the back piece.
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STEP 9: (OPTIONAL) PUNCH HOLES FOR EXCHANGEABLE FLAP 
>>Skip this step if you made a fixed flap.

You can then paint the holes in the back
piece from the lining side with some edge
paint so that the lining does not fray, even
after changing the screws multiple times.
Use a toothpick or awl for the paint
application.

Thanks to Marlies for this idea!



Short sides of the gusset. 
Upper edge of the front piece.
Upper edge of the back piece - finish the whole edge including the inside
pocket.

STEP 11: EDGE FINISH OPEN EDGES

Edge finish the unsewn edges (marked in black):  

STEP 10: SEW INSIDE POCKET TO BACK PIECE 
 

Position the pocket on the lining side of the back piece. Sew together at the
upper edge where indicated. 
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2/3 -Amazing Progress! 
Only two seams and two edges left until you are finished! Now the bag is
going to be assembled and will truly take on form! 

#THEMODERNSADDLE



STEP 13: FINISH INSIDE EDGE WITH INNER BINDING STRIP 

Before the front/gusset is turned out the right way, the long inner binding strip
needs to be glued onto the edge of the seam you sewed in step 12. To do this,
apply glue to the wrong side of the inner binding strip as well as the edges of
the seam (where you would typically edge finish).  

Then apply glue to the lining on the left and right of the edge (i.e. the 3 mm
between the seam and the edge). If the lining is not well glued to the leather at
the seam, apply a bit of extra glue as well.   

STEP 12: SEW GUSSET TO FRONT PIECE

Use binder clips to hold together the front piece and gusset (the right sides of
the leather are facing each other). Now sew the whole seam together. You will
be sewing through the lining, then through the two layers of leather, and then
again through the lining. It does not matter from which side you start. Position
the clips in a way so that they just reach the seam holes. The seam will cover
up any marks from the clips. 
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Now, position the leather strip over the edge. Start flush with the upper edge
on one side and work your way along the seam. Stretch the inner binding strip
as much as possible around the curve. This is important because when the bag
is turned out the right way, the length of the curved edge becomes shorter, i.e.
the inner binding strip will compress. Stretching the inner binding strip as you
glue will help to avoid wrinkling.  

When you reach the end, you will most likely have to shorten the strip,
depending on how hard you stretched the leather and how the particular
leather is behaving. Mark where you will need to cut the strip, pull it a few
centimetres away from the edge then cut the strip in a straight line. Now glue
on the strip until the end. 
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Check that the inner binding strip is positioned in
the middle along the whole curved edge. If this is
not the case, you can correct the position now.
When you are happy with the position, press it on
firmly with your fingers. Also press the strip
around the edge and the lining to secure.



Turn the bag the right way out. Start on one side and "press" the seam down,
then work along the entire seam and press the leather outwards. After the bag
is turned inside out, check the position again of the inner binding strip. Use an
edge folder (or the back of a fork or spoon if you do not have one) to push the
inner binding strip as deep as possible into the seam and shape it tightly
around the edge and around the curves.

If you have spots where the lining looks loose and wrinkly, use the edge folder
to press it down again. If the lining doesn't adhere by itself, you can heat the
area up again with a hairdryer and reactivate the glue. Then press it down
again with the edge folder.

Finally, shape the curves and turned edges from the outside by pressing them
together all around as shown in the picture. 
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STEP 14: SEW GUSSET TO BACK
 

The last seam! Now sew the back piece to the gusset, but this time with the
lining sides facing each other and the raw edge exposed on the outside. 
It does not matter which side you start from, sew the entire length of the back
of the bag and you're nearly done!  

STEP 15: EDGE FINISH BACK/GUSSET SEAM
 

Finish the edge you just sewed, and you've made it! You made need two or
three layers of base coat to achieve an even finish. Remember to sand well
between layers. 
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STEP 16: (OPTIONAL) FINISHING TOUCHES - ATTACH RECTANGULAR METAL
EDGE TRIM OR LEATHER STRAP TO O-RING 

Before you use the bag, stuff it with towels or packing paper for two days so to
set the shape. If you have made the exchangeable flap, you can now attach
the flap with the five Chicago screws (fold the inside pocket up and out of the
way to screw them in).

To attach the rectangular metal edge trim, loosen the screws in the metal,
place the metal detail with the U-profile in the center of the flap and tighten
the screws again. You may have to "perforate" the leather slightly with the
screwdriver and press it in so that the screws have more grip.

If you attached an O-ring to your bag, you can knot the leather strap around it
and shorten it to the desired length. Finish the edges of the strap if you want. 
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Final Countdown! 
The Modern Saddle: CHECK!
How cool! If we could see your bag now, we would for sure perform a happy 
 dance with you! You have to take over that part for us  To share your
happiness, post a pictures from your saddle bag and tag us with the hashtag
#THEMODERNSADDLE and our account @BAGSANDPIECES.CO. We can't
wait to see your saddle bag! 

As a last step, we are only missing the construction of your carrying option. If
you have a chain, you can carry your bag already 😊 

#THEMODERNSADDLE
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STATEMENT STRAP

#THEMODERNSADDLE

There is 2,5 cm of strap that is glued into the leather attachment pieces on
both sides. 
The swivel hooks also add length. If you are a unsure about the length you
want, you can first attach only one side of the strap to the leather and
swivel hook, and then test the final desired length with the bag by holding
the other side with your hand.

STEP 1: SHORTEN WEBBING

Shorten the webbing to the length you want. When testing the correct length,
remember: 

When you have found your final length, shorten the webbing accordingly and
cut out triangles at both ends as shown above (2 cm in the webbing).

STEP 2: FINISH EDGES & THREAD THROUGH SWIVEL HOOKS

Finish the edges of the leather attachment pieces with base coat and edge
paint. You could also omit the base coat and just go straight for the edge paint.
When everything is dry, thread the swivel hooks through the attachment
pieces.



OPTIONAL: GLUE WIDE WEBBING TO ATTACHMENT PIECES  

If you chose the wider webbing, first seal the inner edges of the cut-out triangle
with a lighter to prevent fraying (important!) Then add a few hand stitches as
shown and pull the thread to bring the edges together so the webbing narrows
at the end. Tie a double knot with the thread. 

Glue the webbing to the attachment pieces and place the diagonal edge of the
attachment piece flush with the diagonal edge of the webbing. You may have
to fold the webbing over a little at the end so that it does not get stuck in the
swivel hook.
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STEP 4: SEW ATTACHMENT PIECES
Sew the attachment pieces together to hold the webbing in place. 

STEP 3: GLUE WEBBING TO ATTACHMENT PIECES

Apply glue to the attachment pieces (avoiding seam holes) and the ends of the
webbing. Fold the attachment piece in half, sandwiching the webbing in
between and making sure the seam holes align. The webbing should be
positioned so that the edges of the cut triangle meet, see picture. This narrows
the strap so it does not cover all the seam holes. Fix the pieces in place with
firm pressure.
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STEP 1: SEWING & GLUING THE STRAP 

Sew the straps together before gluing them to ensure that the
pieces fit together exactly. 

Sew all the sections between each of the larger holes. This is a little
tedious because you'll have to keep finishing the seam and then
starting over, but it's worth the work! You're almost there ☺  
Sew all the strips included in the DIY box. 

After the straps are sewn, they can be glued. To do this, simply apply
glue on both sides of the seam between the seam and the edge. 
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LEATHER STRAP 

#THEMODERNSADDLE
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Use the binder clips included in the DIY box to set up the straps with
one long edge facing up. Work one side of the edge first with several
coats of base coat until you are happy with the result. Make sure that
no base coat accumulates at the strap tips and that the base coat
does not drip onto the leather. If it does, dab the strap tips with a
cloth or your finger. 

Then add edge paint. Remember to sand between each coat. It is a
good idea to thin the edge color with three drops of water on the last
coat for a very smooth result. 
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STEP 2: EDGE FINISHING THE LEATHER STRAP

Nearly done! Now you need to attach the swivel hooks with the
Chicago screws and you can use your leather strap. On the next
page we will explain how to connect the parts, depending on the
chosen length. 
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Depending on the length you want, you may need to connect straps
together. Since the leather straps are adjustable in length, test
various settings to get the perfect length.

SHORT LEATHER STRAP: 
Use one leather strap and thread the swivel hooks through both
ends. Now fold over the ends of the strap so that two large holes
meet and fasten with Chicago screws. You can shorten it at both
ends if needed. 

LONG LEATHER STRAP (88 - 126 cm): 
Use two leather straps and lay them on top of each other so that
they overlap at two larger holes. Join with Chicago screws. Thread
the swivel hooks through the ends of the straps and fold them over
so that two large holes meet. Secure with Chicago screws. 

To shorten the leather strap, you can adjust it in two places: (i) 
 double the distance where the swivel hook is attached to the ends,
or  (ii) in the middle of the leather strap at the overlap. 

For reference, Vivian's leather strap is 93 cm long and is perfect for
wearing the Saddle Bag crossbody with a lightweight coat (Vivian is
168 cm tall). Vivian attached the swivel hook to the ends of the strap
in the first setting, and four pieces overlap in the middle (three
unscrewed holes). 
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STEP 3: ATTACHING SWIVEL HOOKS AND JOINING THE STRAPS
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LONG LEATHER STRAP (127 - 188 cm): 
Lay all three straps on top of each other so that they overlap at both
ends of the middle piece across several holes. Use the Chicago
screws to secure the holes. Thread the swivel hooks through the
leather straps at both ends and fold them over so that two large
holes meet. Secure with Chicago screws. 
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Yey! You're done!
It is done! You have made your very own individual Saddle Bag! 
That was a huge project and you can really be proud of yourself - we
certainly are and are very happy with each finished make! 
To share your joy, post a photo of your saddle bag on Instagram and link
us up with the hashtag #THEMODERNSADDLE and our account
@bagsandpieces.co. We're super excited to see your Saddle Bag!

SWIVEL HOOK SWIVEL HOOK

#THEMODERNSADDLE
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The Mini-Saddle is made in a few minutes. You only have to attach
the screw and the detachable ring and it is ready to be used! 

NOTE ON LINING:
Originally we had planned to include lining for the Mini-Saddle.
However, after a few tests, we found that it is very difficult to glue
the lining such that it does not wrinkle or come loose in a short
period of time. A pre-cut lining would not fit accurately on the
leather, therefore we removed it from the DIY kit. 

If you really want to glue on your own lining, we recommend using a
piece of lining that is larger than the leather, gluing it in a curved
shape (i.e. matching the folds of the leather) and then cutting it flush
with the leather edge when it's dried. 

STEP 1: (OPTIONAL) Edge finishing
You can finish the edges of the Mini-Saddle with edge paint (and/or
one or two layers of base coat beforehand). Use an awl or toothpick
to apply paint in the corners and inward curves if the roller dye pen is
difficult.  

STEP 2: Screwing in the round knob screw
Lay the piece of leather in front of you with the wrong side facing up.
Fold over the two sides and the bottom part in the middle and insert
the enclosed screw through the hole in the leather from the inside.
Then screw the round button screw onto the leather.

If you feel the screw is too short for the three layers of leather, you
can use the awl or a fork and press the leather flat down on the
screw thread. 
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STEP 3: Attach detachable ring
You can put the ring through the two slits on the back of the Mini-
Saddle. This way, the Mini-Saddle hangs level when you attach the
ring to something.  
In an earlier version of our Mini-Saddle (between the launch until
June 20th) the slits in the back of the leather piece were a little
short relative to the thickness of the ring. We recommend cutting
the slits a bit longer towards the middle, to 15 mm instead of 8
mm.  
Alternatively, you can make a hole in one corner of the Mini-Saddle
(hole through the flap and one side, see picture) with a hole punch
on the largest setting and insert the ring there. Then the Mini-Saddle
hangs at an angle when you attach it to your accessories. 
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...und that's it! Have fun with it!
To share your happiness, post a picture of your Mini-Saddle on
Instagram and link us with the Hashtag #THEMINISADDLE  and our
account @BAGSANDPIECES.CO.
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